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hacks.. The latest venture from Bethesda,
Elder Scrolls Online looks as splendid as its

setting, as depicted in the trailer shown
below. This mighty close-up of the game's

world, which follows on from the trailer
released earlier this week, shows a map of the
continent floating in a golden void. It is built
around a futuristic city called Cyrodiil, where

great heroes ruled over the continent of
Tamriel. These greats, the Quelaag, Zura and
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Tamriel's greatest hero, helped to create the
city, which is designed to be a living,

breathing metropolis. "Yes, this is a new kind
of world where the greatest cities of Tamriel

were created by heroes and giants who
blazed trails across a land of wilderness," says

game producer, Matt Firor. "There's
something magical about that." The most
important thing, says Firor, is that players

have more of an active role in how the
continent evolves - and how their own cities
develop. Rather than just being a backdrop,

Tamriel will be a living part of the game. "This
is an MMO, and it is a world where you can

affect the game and change the world around
you," says Firor. "I wanted to ensure that that
was absolutely not the case in Oblivion, but it
was. "In Oblivion, the lands, cities, and people

were all so similar. They were unchanging.
They were quite bland. The world felt so
similar. If I went from the desert to the

beaches to the mountains it was the same
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thing. That was a huge problem with the
game, because I was like, 'Why am I not

enjoying this game?' I didn't really see any
difference. "In The Elder Scrolls Online,
Tamriel has a tremendous amount of

variation," he continued. "There is mountains,
there are seashores, there are bodies of

water, there are deserts, there are swamps.
There are seven different biomes to explore,
and so if you want to, you can c6a93da74d
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